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The Challenges of Private Networking
Private optical transport networks promise high levels of performance, low latency and maximum security. Enterprises
seek to take advantage of these substantial benefits by leasing dark fiber, but the process of designing, implementing and
testing an enterprise-wide private network is a significant undertaking. IT resources and experience are often the limiting
factors standing between an enterprise and a smooth implementation.

GTT Engineering Services
GTT’s engineering services team works directly with decision makers to design and install custom private networks that meet
each client’s unique requirements. GTT’s experienced engineers provide the technical expertise to design, provision and test
private transport networks, while dedicated project managers oversee the process to ensure smooth and timely execution.
Key Capabilities:
• Complete custom network design
• End-to-end project management
• Expert engineering in a multitude of protocols including
DWDM, SONET, OTN, MPLS and Ethernet
• Site readiness assessment and site engineering

• Fiber testing and certification, including baseline
performance analysis and optimization
• Network staging and certification
• Installation and configuration
• Network testing and turn-up

Benefits for the Client
With more than 230 years of combined telecommunications industry and data transport networking experience, GTT’s
engineering services team has implemented over 1,000 network solutions for enterprise customers, carriers and partners
throughout North America, Europe and Australia. Our proven methodology and experience reduce project delivery risk,
generate efficiencies and ultimately accelerate implementation.
Partnering with GTT offers significant cost savings versus staffing, training and maintaining a dedicated in-house project
management and engineering function. Leveraging GTT’s existing vendor relationships provides decreased network
deployment costs and allows clients to leverage new technologies from multiple manufacturers. GTT manages the project
end-to-end, leaving in-house IT staff free to focus on other operational priorities.
Who Is GTT?
GTT connects people across organizations, around the world and to every application in the cloud. Our clients benefit
from an outstanding service experience built on our core values of simplicity, speed and agility. GTT owns and operates a
global Tier 1 internet network and provides a comprehensive suite of cloud networking services.
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